INTRODUCTION
============

Next-generation sequencing and other high-throughput experimental techniques such as DNA microarrays are revolutionary technologies for advanced biomedical research. Instead of studying individual genes or proteins, these techniques tackle the study of different experimental conditions from a global perspective. A large list of genes or proteins is usually resulted after processing the massive amount of information generated by these techniques. The interpretation of these lists in a biological context is the next logical step.

Several data mining techniques have been developed for a better understanding of the experiments. One of the most popular methods consists in finding biological annotations statistically enriched in lists of genes or proteins compared with a reference set, which is often the entire genome or the complete list of genes in a study. Tools that translate large lists of genes or proteins into related terms from Gene Ontology (GO) ([@gks402-B1]) such as Onto-Express ([@gks402-B2]), DAVID ([@gks402-B3]), FATIGO+ ([@gks402-B4]) or ProfCom ([@gks402-B5]) are now routinely used. A good compendium of available tools can be found at <http://www.geneontology.org/GO.tools.shtml> (accessed April 30, 2012).

According to a recent review ([@gks402-B6]), current functional enrichment algorithms can be classified into three groups: singular enrichment analysis (SEA), gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) and modular enrichment analysis (MEA). SEA is probably the most typical way to make an enrichment analysis ([@gks402-B7],[@gks402-B8]). This strategy looks for individual annotations related to genes or proteins in different biological databases and evaluates the statistical significance of each individual term. This is commonly made by counting the number of genes from the input and reference lists containing the term and computing a statistical test, usually χ^2^ or Fisher\'s test and using Binomial or Hypergeometric distributions. The computed *P*-value represents the significance of the association between the term and the input list of molecules.

GSEA ([@gks402-B9]) works in the same way as SEA but taking into account the whole list of genes instead of analyzing the most relevant ones. Its main goal is to avoid the arbitrary cutoff in expression level. The main idea is to know if the set of genes related with a specific term tends to concentrate at the top (the most overexpressed) or at the bottom (the most inhibited) of the list. There are few available tools for GSEA like FatiScan ([@gks402-B10]) or GO-Mapper ([@gks402-B11]).

Although these strategies have been demonstrated to be useful, the lack of term--term relationships in their analyses is an important drawback. The combinations of terms extend our understanding of biological events associated with a given experimental system. It provides a more specific meaning while increasing the quality of results by detecting additional significant terms. As shown in ([@gks402-B12]), there are biological terms not detected as statistically relevant when tested individually, which turn out to be significant when appearing together with others. MEA methods avoid this problem and provide a more complete functional analysis. Two examples of MEA tools are DAVID, that does clustering of singular enrichment results and ProfCom, that takes into account different kinds of logic relationships between the terms (AND, OR, NOT).

In 2007, we introduced GeneCodis ([@gks402-B12],[@gks402-B13]), a tool for singular and modular enrichment analysis that integrates information of diverse nature (e.g. functional, regulatory or structural) by looking for frequent patterns in the space of annotations and computing their statistical relevance. This integrative capacity sheds light on different aspects of the same information and provides a more accurate interpretation of the data.

In this work, we present a new release of GeneCodis with several novel features. New types of annotations now expand its analysis capacity. For example, Pubmed Ids, pathways from Panther ([@gks402-B14]) or drug target genes from PharmGKB ([@gks402-B15]). Exome analysis is also possible by the inclusion of exon ids from Ensembl ([@gks402-B16]). Another significant novelty consists in comparing different lists of genes or proteins ([@gks402-B17],[@gks402-B18]), focused in finding shared and divergent information related with different experimental conditions. GeneCodis3 also integrates a new post-analysis algorithm to remove the noise and the intrinsic redundancy of the biological annotations. Finally, a new graphical section has been implemented, with new interactive visualizations and the option to filter and highlight terms.

NEW FEATURES
============

The standard workflow of the tool has not been drastically modified to keep the same logic and consistency with the previous version. The analysis is made by pasting or loading a list of genes and selecting the organism and the categories of annotations. The job is sent to our servers, and once the results are ready, all visualizations are displayed. MEA and SEA are always simultaneously executed for every submission. Keeping the web browser opened while executing the job is not necessary. Results can be retrieved by keeping the active URL or by introducing an email address to receive a notification when the job is ready. The new features, explained more deeply below, are intended to facilitate the interpretation of the results and to make the system more self-contained. [Table 1](#gks402-T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the differences between previous and current versions. Table 1.Comparative table between previous and current versions of GeneCodisFeaturesGeneCodis2GeneCodis3Singular enrichment analysis✓✓Modular enrichment analysis✓✓Comparative analysis✓Redundancy removal (GTLinker)✓Functional annotations✓✓Regulatory annotations✓✓Pharmacological annotations✓Disease annotations✓Panther pathways annotations✓Pubmed annotations✓Graphics section✓✓Interactive visualization✓Tag cloud of terms✓Computing cluster support✓✓Multithreading support✓

Non-redundant reciprocal linkage of genes and terms
---------------------------------------------------

Enrichment analysis techniques are very useful to extract biological knowledge from a set of genes or proteins, but at the same time, they frequently generate a long list of significant terms, even for a very small set of molecules. The problem is worse when different annotations are used because the size of the problem increases significantly.

Most of these large sets of results suffer from the redundancy of the biological terms that are repeated in many different annotation resources. For example, GO, KEGG ([@gks402-B19]) and others have different terms to express the same event (e.g. Glycolysis GO:0006096 in GO and Glycolysis/Glucogenesis 00010 pathway in KEGG). The GO hierarchy also affects the results since some similar terms are used to express the same reality (e.g. GO:0065007 biological regulation and GO:0050789 regulation of biological process). Additionally, the bias in the annotation space also affects the enrichment since there are frequent general terms that do not provide very useful information, such as the GO:0007049 cell cycle term.

A recently proposed computational method, called GeneTerm Linker or GTLinker for short ([@gks402-B20]), summarizes the enrichment results by finding significant and coherent collections of genes and terms. This approach executes several filtering and clustering steps to eliminate redundant and non-informative terms and produces genes and annotations grouped in modules (metagroups). These metagroups, which are supposed to be functionally coherent, absorb the redundancy of the original significant terms and are ranked by their significance and coherence.

We have implemented this method in GeneCodis as an optional post-analysis of the results. The output contains a table with the cluster of genes and annotations as well as their statistical significance. Details can also be displayed to show the original sets of the enrichment analysis, and the similarity coefficient of the resulting group. Currently, only *Homo sapiens* and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* are supported, but the rest of organisms will be incrementally added.

Comparative analysis
--------------------

It is very common in high-throughput experiments to work with different conditions that finally derive in different groups of genes. In these cases, the challenge consists in interpreting the functional differences of the groups. Executing an enrichment analysis for each set of genes and manually comparing them is the traditional way to do it. This time-consuming task could be difficult when working with large lists.

We have now included a comparative analysis tool that allows the submission of two different lists at the same time and carries out a simultaneous modular and singular enrichment analyses for each one. The most valuable information when comparing two lists is the common and divergent information. Three additional analyses are performed for the intersection of the two sets as well as the original ones without the intersecting area. These operations are done over the space of genes instead of the annotations to guarantee the statistical significance of the results.

The results are shown in a similar way to the results of a standard analysis. For each category, an interactive Venn diagram with the number of genes of each group is displayed. When clicking on each group of the diagram, a table with its corresponding results is opened. Results for the original sets are also included.

New sources of annotations
--------------------------

Due to the highly distributed nature of biological information, one of the most important tasks of GeneCodis consists in the integration of all the data in a unique local resource to allow an assortment of analyses. We have used Biomart ([@gks402-B21]) to automate these data accession and management tasks.

GeneCodis already contains an extensive amount of information from different resources. For example, GO, KEGG pathways, structural information via the InterPro protein domains ([@gks402-B22]) and regulatory information from microRNAs targets from mirBase ([@gks402-B23]). Transcription factors (TFs) were extracted from curated sources. For human, rat and mouse, TFs were extracted from the MsigDB database ([@gks402-B9]), mainly based on TransFac ([@gks402-B24]). In the case of yeast, TFs were obtained from the experimental data contained in YEASTRACT database ([@gks402-B25]).

This release supports gene-related diseases from the online Mendelian inheritance in man (OMIM) database ([@gks402-B26]), which contains complete information about the known mendelian disorders. Information from PharmGKB is included to measure the effect of genetic activity in response to drugs. This annotation increases its value when considered together with OMIM. Panther is another ontology-based database of pathways (mainly signaling pathways) that, jointly with KEGG, provides an excellent resource to know the map of interactions of a given gene list. The inclusion of biomedical literature data from Pubmed identifiers (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/>, accessed April 30, 2012) facilitates the finding of articles related with a group of genes. Finally, in consonance with the recent increase of exome resequencing studies, GeneCodis accepts exons identifiers from Ensembl to find the significant terms that are overrepresented in the genes composed by any of the input exons.

User interface
--------------

When analyzing big sets of genes, results are usually too large for visual analysis. Graphics such as pie or column charts are very useful to quickly detect the most significant combinations of terms. New interactive graphics have been integrated in this version, as well as filters to select the groups of annotations, either by name or by number of genes.

GeneCodis also includes a new tag cloud that displays the 30 most significant terms of the results. The tag's sizes vary according to the number of supporting genes and are also linked to their corresponding databases. This graphical representation allows a rapid interpretation of the most relevant content of the analysis.

Like in the previous release, GeneCodis supports programmatically access through the SOAP Web Services technology. With a few lines of code, GeneCodis can be integrated in any kind of pipeline, regardless of the programming language or platform.

GENECODIS USE CASE AND OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
=========================================

We demonstrate the utility of GeneCodis by analyzing the differentially expressed genes of human lung WI-38 fibroblasts upon exposure to the ultimate carcinogen benzo\[*a*\]pyrene diol epoxide (BPDE) ([@gks402-B17]). In this study, normal human WI-38 lung fibroblasts were exposed to three different concentrations of BPDE, and whole-genome oligonucleotide microarrays were used to measure changes in gene expression. WI-38 cells were exposed to 0.1, 0.5 or 1 µM BPDE for 24 h which resulted in 384, 972 and 837 differentially expressed genes, respectively. Results of this study are summarized in [Figure 1](#gks402-F1){ref-type="fig"} of ([@gks402-B17]). Figure 1.Collage of output generated by GeneCodis. The Venn diagram contains the number of actual genes in each list after annotation. Two tag cloud visualizations containing significant enriched terms in each analysis are shown on the top. The two tables on the bottom show the four most relevant metagroups of genes and terms generated after running the integrated GTLinker on each list to avoid redundancy.

Using the same list of genes that were reported as expressed in response to all doses of BPDE, we repeated the analysis with GeneCodis using the Comparative option, which is very convenient for experimental designs involving more than one condition. Results are shown in [Figure 1](#gks402-F1){ref-type="fig"}. As input we submitted two lists of genes, the organism (human in this case) and the annotations. To reproduce the results in the article, we only used GO Biological Process.

The central part of [Figure 1](#gks402-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a Venn diagram containing the number of genes in each list after annotation. Genes with no annotations are removed and not considered in the statistics. The top of the figure shows the cloud of tags that contains significant enriched terms in each analysis. A simple visual inspection already provides information about the functional implication of the gene sets. As explained in ([@gks402-B17]), downregulated genes are involved in mitosis, cell cycle, spindle organization and biogenesis as well as DNA replication and DNA repair. Similarly, biological processes enriched in upregulated genes affected by all doses of BPDE are highlighted in the right cloud of tags and show the involvement of all these genes in the nucleosome assembly, cell proliferation and extracellular processes.

The bottom of [Figure 1](#gks402-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the metagroups generated after running the integrated GTLinker to avoid redundancy in the original enrichment results. In the case of repression, GeneCodis generated 203 statistical significant terms and GTLinker clustered them into a reduced set of 41 metagroups. The left table in [Figure 1](#gks402-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the top four metagroups according to their significance (*P-*value). In a similar fashion, the table in the right shows the top four metagroups out of a total of eight metagroups that were generated from the 57 enrichment results of the induced genes. By exploring the GO terms in each metagroup, we can identify the main biological processes that are related to each condition. The coherence and succinctness of the information provided by the most significant metagroups, together with the comparative functionality and visualizations, have made the reproducibility of this study quite simple and automatic.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
=================

GeneCodis core consists in a C++ code which includes a method to generate combination of frequent biological terms that are present in the gene sets ([@gks402-B27]). A Ruby wrapper processes all data and creates a script to run the core program, balancing the computational load by deciding which processor will execute the job. The Ruby wrapper has been improved from the previous versions by taking advantage of new releases of this language, making use of threads to re-implement potentially parallel parts of the program.

Client--server architecture has been used to decouple the front-end from the heavy computational code that runs on a different server. We use a cluster of six new-generation servers, each one containing two Quad-Core Intel Xeon 64 bits processors, that is able to handle a large number of simultaneous jobs. The web portal has been ported to Ruby on Rails, a well-tested and stable technology. As in the previous version, the whole functionality is also supported by web services to allow programmatic access to the tool.

This new version has been running for a few months, experiencing more than 1000 submissions. Extensive tests have been carried out in different web browsers using synthetic and real data sets for which the outcome of the software is known.

DISCUSSION
==========

Since the launch of its second release, GeneCodis received more than 43 500 effective visits, each of them executing several jobs, which gives an indication of the popularity of the tool. One of the disadvantages of enrichment analysis and more in particular with the modular enrichment is the generation of hundreds of significant results loaded with an inherent redundancy that make interpretation very difficult. This is caused by the natural redundancy of the information across biological databases. In this new release, we have tackled this issue with the inclusion of a recently reported algorithm, which groups and filters the data extracted from the enrichment analysis. This is complemented with the addition of several new sources of information.

The comparative functionality also represents a qualitative improvement. It allows an easy comparison of gene sets in the same step by executing simultaneous analyses of their possible combinations. This is in concert with the common experimental designs in high-throughput experiments. The new graphical section also improves the way to visualize the results, allowing a direct interaction with the charts and tables. A special attention should be given to the cloud of tags, which produces a quick snapshot of the most prominent and significant enriched terms. Even if this visualization was not intended to summarize the information, it acts effectively as such.

The new functionality, extensively described in this article, together with the new visualization and computational infrastructure, makes GeneCodis a novel functional genomics tool compared not only with its previous versions but also with some of the other existing tools in the field.
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